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Terra

Faces of Earth

Photographer/Author: Michael Martin

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY IN A CLASS OF ITS OWN
Today, 4.5 billion years after its birth, our planet is in its
prime. Unfortunately, however, man has interfered so
massively in system Earth that it can no longer be termed a
paradise. In this book, Michael Martin describes in
profound, informative texts the fascinating history of our
planet and the influence of man on nature. In breathtaking
images, the author portrays the beauty and diversity of
Earth and shows just how much we stand to lose if we do
not succeed in protecting our planet better.

THE AUTHOR AND PHOTOGRAPHER
Michael Martin, born in Munich in 1963, is a photographer
and qualified geographer. For more than 40 years, he has
reported on his journeys to the deserts of the Earth and is
now the world’s best-known desert photographer. He has
published 30 photo volumes and books which have been
translated into seven languages, has delivered almost
2000 lectures and produced several TV films. His work has
won numerous awards, for example an honorary award
from the Royal Geographic Society. He recently received
the Gregor International Calendar Award and the ITB Book
Award for his life’s work.
USPs




SPECIFICATIONS
29.0 x 35.0 cm, hardcover
approx. 448 pages
colour illustrations: 500
Retail price € 68.00



978-3-95728-337-5



Publication: September 2022
World rights available


Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

Outstanding photographer Michael Martin
shows the most spectacular phenomena
on our planet in fascinating, as yet
unpublished photos
The incredible history of Earth, told in
words and images – what makes our
planet so special, the forces which shape
and mould it and how it came to be as we
know it today
The Earth in its fascinating uniqueness and
fragility
An ambassador for our Earth: Michael
Martin has probably observed and
documented our planet and its changes
more intensively than any other nature
photographer
Complex interrelationships explained
concisely
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Bird Worlds

Expeditions to the museum

Author: Karl Schulze-Hagen,
Photographer/Author: Klaus Nigge

FASCINATING INSIGHTS INTO ZOOLOGICAL RESEARCH
Although the number of plant and animal species is
shrinking at an alarming rate, there are still places where
we can see an amazing diversity of species: museums of
natural history, as archives of biological diversity with
thousands of living and extinct species, are unique
treasuries, not least because of their high scientific value.
In this book, award-winning photographer Klaus Nigge and
ornithologist Karl Schulze-Hagen document five famous
ornithological collections and invite the reader to take part
in an unusual excursion into the world of museum birds,
with Humboldt’s parrot looking over our shoulders …

THE AUTHOR
Biologist and physician Dr. Karl Schulze-Hagen spent
many years studying the reproductive habits of songbirds
and cuckoos and conducts research into the history of
ornithology, where it is the often eccentric and
empassioned personalities to whom he devotes particular
attention. The result of his wide-ranging studies: almost
100 publications and six books, including Die Vogel-WG.
THE PHOTOGRAPHER AND AUTHOR
Klaus Nigge studied philosophy and art, was President of
the German Society for Nature Photography and since
1995, has worked as a freelance photojournalist, for
example for National Geographic, GEO and other
international magazines. He documents often charismatic
animal species in their natural habitats and the problems of
nature and species conservation.

SPECIFICATIONS
24.0 x 28.0 cm, hardcover
approx. 224 pages
colour illustrations: 220
Retail price € 40.00
978-3-95728-410-5

USPs




Publication: October 2022
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag



An exciting tour of the ornithological collections
of various museums, many of which are not
accessible to the public
A look behind the scenes in the world of
ornithology which brings ornithological research
and the history of science to life
Personal and entertaining portraits of selected
exhibits tell the story of researchers, explorers
and some particularly odd birds
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Balkan Express

By bike and on skis through Europe’s wildest
mountains

THIS YEAR’S MOST ICONIC MOUNTAIN ADVENTURE
Mountain athletes Max Kroneck and Jochen Mesle buy
themselves a one-way railway ticket from Munich to
Thessaloniki – and make the homeward journey by bike
and on skis. On their way, they explore the wild Balkans,
locating the best ski slopes and getting to know the people
who live with and in the mountains there. A strenuous
adventure that spanning ten degrees of latitude, a unique
photographic enterprise and a respectful approach to one
of Europe’s wildest mountain regions.

THE AUTHORS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS
Jochen Mesle, born in Innsbruck, Austria, in 1988, is a
German free skier and mountaineer with a passion for
travel. On a previous trip, also with Max Kroneck, he
crossed the Alps on skis and by bike.

Photographer/Author: Jochen Mesle,
Photographer/Author: Max Kroneck

Max Kroneck grew up in the mountains and discovered his
passion for skiing after taking his first tentative steps on
skis at the tender age of two. As a child, he began to
explore the backcountry, and he went on his first tours at
the age of six. Always been on the lookout for the next
athletic challenge, he has already journeyed from Munich
to Nice by bike and on skis.

USPs


SPECIFICATIONS
24.0 x 28.0 cm, hardcover
approx. 208 pages
colour illustrations
Retail price 40.00
978-3-95728-664-2
Publication: September
2022 World rights available

Copyright Knesebeck Verlag





A unique adventure on the highest athletic level:
a journey by bike and on skis from Greece to
Bavaria in winter
A riveting story, fascinating photos and exciting
encounters with the people of the little-known
Balkan mountain region
A wide-ranging project encompassing a book, a
cinema film and a lecture tour by two well-known
authors who have won numerous outdoor
awards
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The Little Travel
Companion
45 indispensable words of
wisdom for on the road

Author: Timm Schröder,
Illustrator: Günter Mattei

SPECIFICATIONS
11.5 x 16.5 cm, hardcover
approx. 160 pages
colour illustrations
Retail price 12.00
978-3-95728-671-0
Publication: July 2022
World rights available

Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

WHEREVER THE STARS AND CELEBRITIES TRAVEL : THE PALM
TREE IS ALREADY THERE

Did you know that rental cars are afraid of the dentist? That
travel guides in the second-hand bookstore play Top
Trumps on their shelves? That ruins are among the
happiest buildings in the world and that suitcases are real
family guys? If not, then it’s high time for these gems on
the subject of travel, sometimes absurd, sometimes
humorous and usually enlightening, but always from Timm
Schröder and congenially accompanied by the inimitable
drawings of graphic artist and illustrator Günter Mattei.

THE AUTHORS AND ILLUSTRATORS
Günter Mattei is a graphic artist and illustrator who, on his
travels, discovered the difference between a male and a
female coconut and invented the Caribbean black coral elk.
He has designed posters for the Tierpark Hellabrunn in
Munich and, together with Charles Schumann, illustrated
books on the correct way to handle alcoholic beverages.
He has won numerous prizes, among them the »Bologna
Ragazzi Award« and the design award of the City of
Munich.
Timm Schröder is a speechwriter, journalist and textwriter.
He lives in Hamburg and has reported from London,
Sydney and Husum. He has been known to write TV
commercials for car manufacturers. In his early career, he
wrote commentaries for the Frankfurter Rundschau, one of
which was about rocks that don’t need anti-wrinkle cream.

USPs
 The attractive and bizarre sides of travel in a lovingly
designed book that makes a perfect gift
 A humorous look at the little things we encounter
when travelling, with pithy sayings for those inbetween times and to dip into again and again
 Original texts by Timm Schröder, wonderfully
illustrated by the amazing Günter Mattei, winner of the
Design Prize of the City of Munich
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Adventure Black Forest
Discovering nature

Photographer/Author: David Lohmüller,
Photographer/Author: Simon Straetker

SPECIFICATIONS
13.0 x 19.0 cm, softcover
approx. 160 pages
colour illustrations: 120
Retail price € 15.00
978-3-95728-665-9
Publication: October 2022
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

THAT LITTLE BIT WILDER
Looking for something wilder? You’ve got it – right on your
doorstep. For the last seven years, the Young Explorers
have roamed the Black Forest, tracked the fastest bird in
the world and the smallest owl in Europe – and discovering
what happens if man no longer interferes and lets nature
do what comes naturally. In this book, they take us with
them to a national park where the wildest challenges and
most exciting facts await us, where we can learn more
about nature and its processes, thus enabling us to help
nature return to its natural rhythm.

THE AUTHORS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS
The Young Explorers are a growing, Germany-wide
community which now numbers over 100 young adults. At
an annual camp, 16 young people spend a week learning
all they need to know about photography film and the
wilderness. They learn from each other and from
photographers like David Lohmüller or film makers like
Simon Straetker. Creative protection of the wilderness is
the watchword, because they all have one thing in
common: the will to bring about a change!

USPs
 Waterfalls, gorges, lakes, forests, meadows,
wilderness: talented young photographers capture the
adventure Black Forest through the seasons
 Fresh and modern nature photography from the trend
region Back Forest for the growing target group of
young enthusiasts of the great outdoors
 Part of the project “Young Explorers Programme,“
which aims to awaken in young people an enthusiasm
for creative conservation of nature and the wilderness
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Once in my Life

Of wishes, dreams and goals

Author: Barbara Zoschke, Illustrator: Katrin
Stangl

LIFE‘S DREAMS GREAT AND SMALL
How would you complete the sentence “Once in my life, I
would like to ...”? Barbara Zoschke put this question to a
wide variety of people between the ages of 6 and 100. The
answers they gave paint a landscape of goals and dreams
which amuse and amaze or give pause for thought – but
always confront readers with their own desires. Very
special illustrations by Katrin Stangl provide the artistic
frame for this archive of wishes.

THE AUTHOR
Barbara Zoschke lives and works in Cologne. She worked
as an editor (e.g. for taz, KunstKöln, Börsenblatt) and,
since 1995, has written books for children and young
people and stories for radio. More than 50 books have
been published, some in several languages. In addition,
the author and literacy educationist teaches creative
writing. It was the wishes and yearnings expressed in the
writers‘ texts which gave her the idea for Once in my Life.
THE ILLUSTRATOR
Katrin Stangl works as an illustrator in Cologne, using a
wide range of techniques to illustrate her own texts and
those of others. Her books and art prints have won
numerous awards. She teaches drawing at the University
of Applied Sciences in Aachen and gives workshops in
Germany and abroad. In 2009, she became a member of
the female artists group SPRING.

SPECIFICATIONS
17 x 21 cm, hardcover
Approx. 160 pages
100 colour illustrations
Retail price € 18.00
978-3-95728-579-9
Publication: September 2022
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

USPs
 Once in my life, I would like to … see the Northern
Lights, be Spiderman, ride naked through the village
on a white horse – this colourfully illustrated book
shows life dreams great and small
 Profound, humorous, unexpected or thoughtful – a
colourful kaleidoscope of the things people wish for in
life
 A book which readers of all ages can dip into and
immerse themselves in
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Who am I when I’m not being a single
parent?
The book that is exclusively about you

Author: Caroline Uhl

SPECIFICATIONS
15.0 x 21.5 cm, softcover
approx. 240 pages
colour illustrations
Retail price € 18.00
978-3-95728-659-8
Publication: October 2022
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

SOMETIMES WE HAVE TO BE OUR OWN HEROINES
There are over 2 million single mothers in Germany. And
it’s such a mammoth task that many single mums put their
own needs, goals and dreams on a back burner. Caroline
Uhl, a psychologist and herself a single mother, examines
the question “Who am I when I’m not being a single
parent?” and, drawing on her own experience and
psychological expertise, shows where mothers can do
some fine-tuning to shift the focus back towards their
needs and wants.

THE AUTHOR
Caroline Uhl is an independent psychologist and qualified
coach. She supports people in times of crisis and during
the process of formulating and realising their concrete
plans for the future. As a single parent herself, she knows
how important it is to motivate others in the same situation
not to let motherhood take over your life completely. And
so she develops solutions which allow women to reconcile
their personal needs and wishes with the demands of
being a mother.

USPs
 More than just a mum: This attractively designed
lifestyle guide shows how life can be fun as a single
parent and how to be a single mum without losing
yourself in the process
 With personal experiences and tips on everyday
questions and challenges
 Experts offer input on important topics such as
relationships and sexuality or who to contact for
practical assistance
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Wild and Wonderful Christmas

A book of handicrafts, baking and adventures for
an enjoyable Advent

Author: Sarah Neuendorf, Author: Christine
Weißenborn, Author: Serena Hatfield

SPECIFICATIONS
16.5 x 24.0 cm, hardcover
approx. 224 pages
Colour illustrations: 170
Retail price € 28.00
978-3-95728-674-1

A BOOK CHOCK FULL OF IDEAS FOR THE BEST WEEKS IN THE
YEAR

This Christmas book will have you baking and crafting,
decorating and wrapping … and rocking around the
Christmas tree! The authors invite us along on a journey
through the best weeks in the year and have selected the
tastiest recipes, the most sparkling Christmas decorations,
the most exciting winter adventures and the most unusual
Christmas traditions. And again and again, we come to the
same simple and sustainable conclusion: all you need for
perfect enjoyment is just a few simple ingredients! The
book also features attractive illustations and atmospheric
photos which create that very special Christmas flair.
A book full of ideas for the run-up to Christmas, the ideal
gift for elves both young and old and one that is sure to
elicit a secret smile from even the biggest Scrooges.
THE AUTHORS
Sarah Neuendorf is an illustrator, loves to travel with her
husband and children to the blueberry fields or to the sea,
where she collects inspiration for new books, which she
captures as wild and wonderful worlds on paper as soon as
she gets home.
Christine (Tine) Weißenborn, author, is happiest when
travelling in her camper van, enjoying the freedom of the
road with her ears always tuned to catch the best stories
big and small.
Serena Hatfield, layout artist, grew up with five siblings.
She delights in thinking outside the box, is full of the spirit
of discovery and chews on ideas for books until they no
longer fit into any pigeonhole.

USPs




Publication: August 2022
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag



An atmospheric collection of Christmas stories,
recipes, winter pastims and handicrafts ideas as
well as home stories from all over the world
Christmas without consumerism: rediscover the
true meaning of Advent by returning to the
essentials and doing winter activities together
With very attractive illustratations and large
photos which create that very special Christmas
flair
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Under the aurora australis in the
Antarctic
My fifteen winters at the South Pole

Photographer/Author: Robert Schwarz, Author:
Felicitas Mokler

SPECIFICATIONS
13.6 x 21.0 cm, hardcover with ribbon
approx. 240 pages
Colour illustrations: 90
Retail price € 22.00
978-3-95728-581-2
Publication: February 2022
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

LIVING AND CARRYING OUT RESEARCH IN THE ANTARCTIC
Not many people would find spending a winter in a
research station at the South Pole – one of the most
inhospitable environments in the world – an attractive
prospect. In winter, temperatures can sink to -80°C, and
darkness reigns for six months. On the other hand,
however, you can see the most spectacular displays of
polar lights in the world there, hear the echo of the Big
Bang and discover what comradeship and teamwork really
mean. Robert Schwarz, who spent more than thirteen and
a half years at the South Pole, takes us with him to the
amazing and unique world of the Antarctic.

THE AUTHORS
Robert Schwarz studied physics, mathematics and
chemistry, then happened to land a job at the geographic
South Pole – and stayed there. Fifteen winters long, he
was responsible for a telescope located at 90 degrees
latitude south, witnessed varoius changes and the first
medical evacuation from the Pole in winter. No-one has
spent more time at the South Pole than he has.
Felicitas Mokler is a qualified astrophysicist who has had
a passion for astronomy since her youth. After several
years in research, she now works as a scientific journalist.
In 2008, she received the ‘Klaus Tschira Prize for
Understandable Science’. In 2012, she became editor of a
scientific magazine and since 2014, she has worked for
media such as Spektrum der Wissenschaft, the Neue
Zürcher or the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. As an
editor, she also regularly travels by ship to see the polar
lights in Norway. Her book Astronomy and the Universe
was published recently.

USPs
 Discover unknown worlds: a unique report on
everyday life at the South Pole, with extreme cold, six
months of darkness and far away from civilisation
 Living science: fascinating insights into research at
the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station
 An expert on the Antarctic and world record holder
with a strong media presence: Robert Schwarz has
spent more time at the South Pole than any other
human being
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About rossing borders

20 women about happiness in the extreme

Photographer/Author: Julia Hägele

FEMALE ADVENTURERS OF OUR TIME
Pushing the boundaries and trying out something new
without knowing whether we will be able to meet the
challenge or not: we all do this in our daily lives, even if the
task in hand is not always climbing Mount Everest. The
twenty women portrayed in this book, some of the greatest
adventurers of our day, seek happiness in athletic
extremes – and sometimes find it somewhere completely
different. With them, we dive without oxygen in the Arctic
Ocean, cross the world’s most inhospitable deserts – and
rediscover the boundless beauty of nature.

THE AUTHOR AND PHOTOGRAPHER
Julia Hägele studied philosophy and modern German
literature in Munich and Paris before attending the
Deutsche Journalistenschule (German School of
Journalism). Although sport was the only subject where
she got full marks in her school-leaving certificate, she
leaves the athletic extremes to others. She herself prefers
gentle stretching exercises and hiking tours without steep
hills. She works as a journalist and author in Munich.

USPs
 They jump from cliffs, run ultra-marathons or row
across the Atlantic: gripping and sensitive portraits of
twenty extraordinary women and their adventures
 An inspiring and motivating book for female sports
enthusiasts, adventurous women and for anyone with
a desire to overcome limits and achieve their goals
SPECIFICATIONS
13.6 x 21.0 cm, hardcover with ribbon bookmark
approx. 240 pages
colour illustrations: 20
Retail price € 22.00
978-3-95728-568-3
Publication: October 2022
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag
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From Wholesome to Deadly

A mind-expanding journey through the forgotten
world of poisonous plants

Author: Jan Grossarth

SPECIFICATIONS
13.6 x 21.0 cm, hardcover with ribbon bookmark
approx. 240 pages
colour illustrations
Retail price € 22.00
978-3-95728-569-0
Publication: September 2022
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

SURVIVAL ARTISTS, MURDER WEAPONS, LIFE-GIVERS
Poisonous plants are alchemists. From sunlight, soil and
water alone, they create nerve toxins, medicinal
substances and hallucinogens. Their history is both manyfaceted and exciting and tells of murder, intoxication,
brilliant minds and scientific errors. In this book, author Jan
Grossarth takes us on a journey through time, presenting
the most important poisonous plants, describing
mysterious deaths and offering tips on creating your own
poison garden. And finally, he ventures a look ahead, as
he is convinced that plant toxins are going to revolutionise
agriculture and medicine – and safeguard our future.

THE AUTHOR
Jan Grossarth wrote for the newspaper Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung for more than ten years. Since 2021,
he has been Professor of Bioeconomics at the Biberach
University of Applied Sciences. Grossarth is the author of
books on alternative lifestyles and nutritional topics, and
his articles have been published in Welt or the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung. He lives in Frankfurt am
Main, where he tends an allotment.

USPs
 A literary journey to the roots of poisonous plants –
informative, astounding, curious!
 An entertainingly written book on the history of crime,
medicine and drug intoxication
 False legends, the forgotten powers and unsuspected
capabilities of mysterious plants such as deadly
nightshade, mandrake or the suicide tree
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